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ILLUMINATOR TWIN LLEEDD SKI SKOOTER® 
Snowboard Kick Scooter (Asst. Green, Blue, Red)  #11126
Our ILLUMINATOR TWIN LED SKI SKOOTER® goes beyond all other snow toys by opening up new worlds of exploration 
for young riders, even in winter low-light conditions. This model has two lights – a small, 3-mode LED Marker Light for 
safety visibility plus a giant ILLUMINATOR™ LED Head Light with over 750 lumens of power that offers all kinds of 
colored light options to ILLUMINATE YOUR RIDE! The included remote control allows you to project a 20-mode, multi-color 
LED light show on the ground ahead of you as you glide through the snow! Stand out from the crowd and play in the 
snow more safely at dusk and nighttime. Kids stay glued to the LED SKI SKOOTER® thanks to its sturdy folding handle 
and non-skid surface. Made of monster-tough polyurethane. Slides on flat or hilly 
snow surfaces as well as on sand dunes. Traveling with SKI SKOOTER® is easy...
simply fold down the sturdy handle and carry it by hand or strap it onto a pack. 
ILLUMINATOR TWIN LED SKI SKOOTER® comes assorted in Green, Blue and Red. 
Ages 6 & Up. Item Dimensions: 36” x 9.00” x X 5.00” Folded. 
Requires 3 AAA batteries. MSRP $69.99

            

LLEEDD SKI SKOOTER® Snowboard Kick Scooter   
(Asst. Purple, Blue, Red, Green) #11122
LED SKI SKOOTER® – This model has a small 3-mode LED Marker Light included. Be safely seen at night by cars and other sledders. The LED 
Marker light has 5 colors and flash, strobe, and fade modes. Kids stay glued to the LED SKI SKOOTER® thanks to its sturdy folding handle 
and non-skid surface. Made of monster-tough polyurethane. Traveling with the LED SKI SKOOTER® is easy... simply fold down the handle 
and carry it by hand or strap it onto a pack. For even more fun, add the optional ILLUMINATOR™ HEAD LIGHT! (See above #14020).  
Our LED Ski Skooter® has a built-in, engineered cavity ready for this awesome option! Also available in #11123 Purple, #11124 Blue,  
#11125 Red, and #11139 Green. Ages 6 & Up. Item Dimensions: 36” x 9.00” x X 5.00” Folded. 
POP Dimensions: 38” x 10.00” x 10.00” (6) MSRP $59.99

                                        

#11122  
LED SKI SKOOTER SHOWN.

#12600 ILLUMINATOR 
LED SKI SKOOTER SHOWN.

#12600 ILLUMINATOR 
LED SKI SKOOTER SHOWN.

INCLUDES

WIRELESS
 REMOTE

Requires 
3 AAA 

batteries. 

#11122  
LED SKI SKOOTER SHOWN.

ILLUMINATOR™  LLEEDD  HEAD LIGHT 
with Wireless Remote Kit  #14020
Wow! Over 750 Lumens and 20 lighting color modes all from the wireless remote control! This incredible  
LED light features 10 super bright diodes and is completely waterproof. ADD-ON FOR ITEM #11122.  
(#11126 already includes this Head Light). Package Dimensions: 5.5” x 6.5” x 1.0” (6)  MSRP $9.99

 

Not available in
Canada.

$10.00 Cdn. each,
6 per case

$37.50 Cdn. each
xxxxxx
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IN ACTION!

• Order by August 1st for guaranteed October delivery

PRE-ORDER EITHER SKI SKOOTER,PRE-ORDER EITHER SKI SKOOTER,®® SNOWBOARD OR  SNOWBOARD OR 
SPOON SLED FOR GUARANTEED 4TH QUARTER SHIPMENTSPOON SLED FOR GUARANTEED 4TH QUARTER SHIPMENT

Order by August 1 for delivery in the 4th quarter Order by August 1 for delivery in the 4th quarter 
just in time for the snow and holiday season!just in time for the snow and holiday season!

#11122  
LED SKI SKOOTER SHOWN.

SEE SLEDSTERZ SNOWBOARD

SLEDSTERZ® SNOWBOARD 
(Asst. Green, Blue, Red)  #11130
Snowboarding is a blast, though it can be expensive to equip kids with all the latest gear. Here’s a way to get 
the speed, the excitement, and the adrenaline rush of snowboarding… for a fraction of the cost. Our new 
SLEDSTERZ® Snowboard is shaped to go fast and make turns on hills in the neighborhood. Riders just hop on 
(no special boots or bindings required) and start sliding, grasping the built-in leash for stability and balance 
(and to pull the board back uphill). It’s made of a super-strong polymer designed for years of cold-weather fun.  
Also available in Black (#11143), and Purple (#11144). Ages 6 & Up. 
Package Dimensions:  40.25” x 10.75” x 3.38”  (3)   MSRP $49.99

 

SLEDSTERZ® SPOON SLED
(Asst. Green, Blue, Red)  #11134
Shaped like a double spoon, our well-engineered beauty slides down hills with uncanny 
speed. Nestle your buns into the aft “spoon,” grab onto the ergonomically shaped handles, 
and set your feet into the front “spoon.” Push off and away you’ll go, bombing down any 
snowy slope so fast you’ll become a streaking blur! Lean your body to go right or left, 
drag your feet to brake. For added thrills, you can even ride tandem! Made of super-tough 
polypropylene. Assorted Green, Blue and Red. Ages 3 & Up. 
Package Dimensions:  32.88” 20.5” x 3.5” (12)  MSRP $19.99

 

$16.50 Cdn. each

2024 price will be determined
around Aug./24.

$21.50 each, 6 per 
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SEE WORD SPIN
IN ACTION!

WORD SPIN® 
Travel Game  #82002
Spin...Switch...Spell...and Score!!! WORD SPIN® is the original 
Award-Winning MAGNETIC Spin Game that combines the best elements 
of many popular word games and crossword puzzles! Simple enough for 
children to play, yet challenging enough for college professors! Includes 8 
MAGNETIC wheels which can be switched and re-arranged in any order. 
Each wheel has 10 letters and each letter has an assigned point value. 
Play 10 different games with 1, 2 or more players, or teams. Travel pouch 
included. Ages 8 to Adult. Package Dimensions: 4” x 2.5” x 2” 
(24)  MSRP $17.99

      

WORD SPIN® 
Deluxe Edition  #82501
The WORD SPIN is the original Award-Winning Magnetic Spin Game that combines 
the best elements of many popular word games and crossword puzzles! Simple 
enough for children to play, yet challenging enough for college professors! This 
Deluxe FAMILY EDITION game includes 20 MAGNETIC wheels that are divided equally 
among players.  The wheels can be spun, switched and re-arranged in any order to 
form high point value words. The more complex the word, the higher the points! The 
wheels click back together, thanks to the magnets inside. Each 1.5-inch (diameter) 
wheel has 10 letters and each letter an assigned point value. Play many different 
games with 2 or more players or teams. Game booklet with instructions, timer 
and score pad is included. For Ages 8 and up.  Package Dimensions 11” x 9” x 2” 
(12)  MSRP $39.99     

$33.00 Cdn. each,
12 per case

$13.25 each,
25 per case
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MATH SPIN®  #74202
MATH SPIN® is the Award-Winning Educational Magnetic Spin Game that continues to be a popular 
method of teaching math to kids for over 25 years! Kids spin, switch and rearrange the wheels 
to form math equations, combining 10 digits with the plus, minus, multiply or divide and equal 
symbols on the wheels. These teach kids math in a whole new way! Includes 8 MAGNETIC wheels 
which can be switched and re-arranged in any order. Play 10 different games with 2 or more players, 
taking turns to solve math equations. Game book and travel pouch included. Ages 5 to Adult.  
Package Dimensions: 4” x 2.5”(25)  MSRP $17.99      

READ SPIN®  #74002
READ SPIN is an Educational Magnetic Spin Game that helps kids learn how to spell and form words. 
Great for homeschooling and remote learning! The 8 colorful magnetic wheels (1.5-inch diameter 
each) include all letters in the alphabet, a special vowel wheel, and  punctuations on various wheels. 
Perfect for teaching kids to spell, and they will love the magnetic wheels too! Also play games with 
READ SPIN! One, two, or more players or teams can choose from a variety of spelling games games that 
help teach language arts skills. Game book and travel pouch included. Available in UPPER CASE letters 
(#74002) and LOWER CASE letters (#74102). Ages 3 to Adult. Package Dimensions: 4” x 2.5” x 2”  
(25)  MSRP $17.99

            7 28368 74102 0

WORD SPIN® 
Challenge Edition  #82402
WORD SPIN CHALLENGE is the advanced version of the Award-Winning Magnetic Word Spin 
Game, and includes 2 additional magnetic wheels. It combines the best elements of many 
popular word games and crossword puzzles! This travel-size game includes 10 MAGNETIC 
wheels which can be switched and re-arranged in any order. The wheels then click back 
together, thanks to the magnets inside. Each 1.5-inch (diameter) wheel has 10 letters and 
each letter an assigned point value. Play many different games with 1, 2 or more players 
or teams. Travel pouch & Game booklet with instructions and game variations is included. 
For Ages 8 and up. Package Dimensions: 5” x 2.5” x 2” (25)  MSRP $19.99    

$15.00 each,
25 per case

$13.25 each,
25 per case

$16.50 Cdn. ech,
25 per case



SEE XTENSIONZ 
IN ACTION!

WALKAROO® XTENSIONZ™ 4-PIECE SET #11109
How do you increase the fun factor of our #11110 Stilts? Elevate!! That’s what these cool, steel accessories 
allow you to do. They attach securely to the base of #11110 and #11111 WALKAROO® STILTS (2010 
model & after), for walking up to 17” off the ground. We include two different styles. One is a simple pair 
of steel extensions, which gives kids a taller perspective and a little more challenge. The other is made 
of metal with a special polymer enclosed steel cushion that adds a springy feel to each step, like walking 
on a trampoline. Both ramp up the rapture of walking on STILTS, one of 
the great pleasures of childhood which also develops coordination and 
balancing skills. Package Dimensions: 9” x 6” x 2” (6)  MSRP $19.99
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WALKAROO® STILTS  
by AIR KICKS® #11110 (Blue)
Our Balance Stilts Steel have another bend at the foot platform 11 inches above the ground  
that places your weight directly over the lower pole for vastly improved control. What’s more,  
the WALKAROOS® quickly adjust to accommodate anyone from 4’ 6” to 6’ 6”, so the whole 
family can get in on the fun! Made of rugged tubular steel for use indoors and out. Available 
in the following colors: Blue (#11110), Red (#11011), and White (#11012). Maximum rider 
weight is 210 lbs. When ready for advance stilt walking, add the #11109 XTENSIONZ™ Set. 
Ages 6 & Up. Package Dimensions: 37.5” x 7.75” x 3.5” (4)  MSRP $69.99

SEE WALKAROO 
IN ACTION!

$16.50 each, 6 per case

G11110MF, $43.50
each, 1 per case

$40.00 Cdn. each,
4 units per case



RISE UP! RISE UP! 
ELEVATE!ELEVATE!
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SEE WALKAROO 
IN ACTION!

WALKAROO® XTREME STILTS
by AIR KICKS® #11111 (Green)
Our Balance Stilts Steel Xtreme! for advance stilt walking include adjustable VERT LIFTERS™ 
that enable stilt walking at heights from 12” to 17” off the ground taking you to the XTREME. The 
upper bars quickly adjust to accommodate anyone from 4’ 6” to 6’ 6” and are made of rugged tubular  
steel for use indoors and out. Available in the following colors: Green (#11111), Red (#11010),  
and Black (#11013). Maximum rider weight is 210 lbs. Ages 7 & Up.
Package Dimensions: 37.5” x 7.75” x 3.5”  (4)  MSRP $79.99     

$55.00 Cdn. each,
1 or 4 per case



WALKAROO® WEE STILTS - 
Red/Blue Asst. by AIR KICKS® #11113
Our WEE™ Balance Stilts are made of rugged tubular steel just like our standard steel stilts 
for big kids and adults. But these are designed and engineered for small tykes as young and 
short as a 3 year old. And these stilts also adjust as kids grow taller and are ready for our 
standard WALKAROO® STILTS (#11110 or #11112).  Special foot design makes easy bal-
ance movement possible as well as adjusts from 10” to 15” off the ground. Available colors  
include #11114 Blue, #11115 Red, and #11113 Assorted Red and Blue. Ages 4 & Up.  
Package Dimensions: 30” x 7.75 x 3.5” (6)  MSRP $49.99     

RISE UP! ELEVATE!RISE UP! ELEVATE!88

$38.50 Cdn. each,
6 per case



WALKAROO® WEE LITE STILTS - Aluminum 
by AIR KICKS® #11116
Now even lighter and more maneuverable than our previous model, the all-
aluminum WALKAROO® Wee Stilts is compact enough let children as young 
as 3 years old experience all the wonder and exuberance of stilt walking. 
As kids grow, simply lengthen the adjustable tubes. The soft foam grips are 
at waist height for greater control and comfort. Non-slip, non-marking foot 
pads inspire confidence on all surfaces. Leg height adjusts easily from 10” to 
15”, so kids can control the thrill factor. Maximum walker weight: 110 lbs.  
Ages 4 & Up.  Package Dimensions:  23.25” x 6.75” x 3” (6)  MSRP $39.99

WALKAROO® JR STILTS - Aluminum 
by AIR KICKS® #11112
Our Balance Stilts JR are made of sturdy aluminum, so they are easier to carry and maneuver 
for younger children. They adjust for kids from 4’ to 5’10” plus the footrests can move higher 
for more challenge as kids gain balancing skills. Maximum weight 110 lbs. Ages 5 & Up.  
Package Dimensions: 33.25” x 7.25” x 3.5” (5)  MSRP $59.99

    

SEE WALKAROO JR. 
IN ACTION!

SEE WALKAROO WEE! 
IN ACTION!
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$33.00 Cdn. each,
6 per case

$33.00 Cdn. each,
5 per case



JUMPAROO® BOING!™ Pogo by AIR KICKS® (In 2 Sizes)
BOING! BOING! BOING! What makes the sturdy, all-metal JUMPAROO® BOING™ Pogo stand out from others? First 
there’s the Y-shaped handle with foam grips that offers more hand positions than standard pogos, and greatly increases 
its control and ease of use. Even klutzy kids can step right on and bounce. The rugged metal spring is completely 
encased by a steel housing, so there’s no possibility of pinching, and all surfaces are rounded for extra safety. Even 
the rubber “foot” is superior. Its 2” diameter is twice that of most pogos, for greater security and stability. A boon 
to balance and a great calorie burner, our BOING!† is so fun kids don’t even realize they’re exercising! Multiple colors 
available in both Medium (PRO 60-100 lbs) and Large (MAX 90-160 lbs) sizes.

BOING!™ (“MA X” L arge)
#11043 Black/Orange, #11044 White/Blue, #11053 Blue/Red,  
#11054 Red/Blue, #11153 Assorted Colors (90-160 lbs.)  
Dimensions: 44” x 14” x 2.5”   
(2)  MSRP $69.99 

BOING!™ (“PRO Medium)
#11041 Black/Green, #11042 White/Blue, #11051 Blue/Red,  
#11052 Red/Blue, #11152 Assorted Colors
(60-100 lbs.) Dimensions: 40” x 14” x 2.5”   
(2)  MSRP $64.99 

SEE BOING! 
IN ACTION!
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G11152F Pro  - Black & White in stock.
$43.50 each,
2 per case

G11153F Max  - Black & White in stock.

Blue & Red NOT available at this time.

$44.50 each,
2 per case



 GET UP AND POGO! GET UP AND POGO! GET UP AND POGO! GET UP AND POGO!

JUMPAROO® BOING!™ JR
Our new JUMPAROO® BOING!™ JR is sized shorter for smaller kids 
from 50-90 lbs.  Like our entire family of BOING!™ Pogos, the rugged 
metal spring is completely encased within a steel housing for safety.  
Includes foam grips on a T-handle and rugged rubber type non-slip 
foot. #11147 Purple and #11148 Green available, but limited to stock 
on hand.  Ages 4 & Up.  (50-90 lbs.) Dimensions: 37” x 10.25” x 2.75” 
(4)  MSRP $44.99

     

SEE BOING! 
IN ACTION!

1111

#11141 JACKHAMMER™  
EXTREME POGO JUMPER
Lookin’ to get some BIG AIR!? Look no further. Our JACKHAMMER™ Pogo 
Jumper is like none other on the market. It uses a special bow-shaped 
spring made of composite fiber to propel the rider to new heights! With 
jumping heights up to 4 feet possible, there will be no shortage of fun on 
this pogo. Besides the composite fiber spring, the Pogo Jumper is made out 
of high-grade aluminum and weighs less than 8 lbs! JACKHAMMER™ Pogo 
easily accommodates weights from 120 to 154 lbs.(54-70 Kgs.)  Ages 13 
& Up. Package Dimensions: 38.25 x 13.625  x 6.375 (1) MSRP $149.99     

BOX DISPLAYS  
VERTICAL OR HORIZONTAL!

SEE JACKHAMMER 
IN ACTION!

G11147F available
in June/24, 4/case

G11147MF & 
G11148MF,
 $32.50 each, 
individually  packaged.

$124.00 Cdn. each,
1 per case



RISE UP! ELEVATE!RISE UP! ELEVATE!RISE UP! ELEVATE!RISE UP! ELEVATE!

WALKAROO® I CAN! STILTS (Assorted) #11117
Who can stilt? He can stilt, she can stilt. Now anyone (110 pounds and under) can learn to stilt 
with our new I-Can Stilts. Youngsters simply grab the adjustable nylon line and place their feet on 
top of the sturdy plastic “buckets.” Then, pulling up on the rope, they go clop-clopping across the 
carpet, floor, lawn, deck or driveway. It’s stilting made simple…and incredibly fun! Ages 3 & Up.  
Also available in individual colors: #11118 Green and #11119 Purple.
Package Dimensions: 8” x 5.25” x 5.25” (12)  MSRP $9.99

           

LED DELUXE BUNGEE BOING™  
by JUMPAROO® w/ Sounds  #11162  
The LED Deluxe Bungee Boing® foam bouncing pogo is the squeakiest, easiest 
pogo ever! A perfect “starter” pogo for ages 3 years and up. NOW with Motion-
Activated LED lights both handle ends! The soft sturdy foam, a bungee cord 
in place of a fixed stick, and a comfortable padded handle bar for endless 
jumping! Goes “squeak!” (And motion-actived LED lights, light up!) with each 
bounce, encouraging little ones to keep on going! Can be used indoors or 
out. Pogo sticks are a long-time childhood favorite that are a fun way to 
expend that endless energy, as well as keep physically active. Pogo jumping 
exercises a child’s endurance, coordination, strength and balance. Ages 3 & Up.  
Package Dimensions: 11” x 6.63” x 4.25” (6)  MSRP $22.99

 

Original DELUXE BUNGEE BOING®   
by JUMPAROO® w/ Sounds #11161
The same incredibly popular pogo as the #11162, but without LED lights.  
Ages 3 & Up. Package Dimensions: 11” x 6.63” x 4.25” (6)  MSRP $19.99

 

SEE BUNGEE BOING 
IN ACTION!

SEE WALKAROO 
IN ACTION!

1212

$22.25 Cdn. each,
6 per case

$20.50 Cdn. each, 6 per case

$8.25 Cdn. each, 12 per case



LED AIR POGO JUMPER® DELUXE 
by AIR KICKS® #11170
So easy – so fun and now SO BRIGHT with LED lights! Kids simply step onto the 
platform, grip the ball with their feet, start bouncing and when they do the motion-
activated LED lights start blinking! They’ll jump up and down, bounce up and spin, 
leap and bound across the room. There’s no stopping kids once they’ve mastered the 
basics. Not only is it great fun but it also builds strength, endurance, coordination, and 
balance. The rugged, inflatable ball nestles inside a tough polymer platform, and can 
be used indoors or out. With the newly added LED module they can bounce day or 
night. Fun for kids or adults up to 160lbs. Includes Air Pump as well! Ages 6 & Up!  
Package Dimensions: 15.38” x 3.5” x 11.5” (4)  MSRP $32.99

 

Original AIR POGO JUMPER®   
by AIR KICKS® #11160
The same incredibly popular pogo as the #11170,  
but without LED lights. Ages 6 & Up.  
Package Dimensions: 15.38” x 3.5” x 11.5”   
(4) MSRP $29.99           

SEE AIR POGO JUMPER 
IN ACTION!

BOTH VERSIONS INCLUDE
HAND PUMP!

 GET UP AND POGO! GET UP AND POGO! GET UP AND POGO! GET UP AND POGO! 1313

$27.50 Cdn. each,
4 per case

$21.00 Cdn. each, 4 per case
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Note: All MSRP prices shown are subject to change/correction without notice.

LARGE GEOFLUX® - Interactive Spring Toy 
in POP Display of 18   #13100
GEOFLUX® magically transforms from what looks like a flat series of rings into a wondrous 3-D sculpture that resembles a giant atom or 
an example of Earth’s magnetic field! Constructed of one continuous band of rugged stainless steel, when you insert your hand through 
the coiled rings, GEOFLUX® pops open! By raising or lowering your arm, it will spin and twirl up and down, spinning so fast it’s a 
blur of motion. Hold your hands together to transfer GEOFLUX® from one arm to the other, keeping it in perpetual motion. In group 
settings, it “fluxes” easily from person to person, arm to arm. Or place GEOFLUX® on a long cord (or similar object), lower one end 
slightly, and watch as it moves along the surface, twirling rapidly. GEOFLUX® folds flat for easy storage in the included travel pouch.  
Ages 6 & Up. Package Dimensions: 6.75” x 7” x .5” POP Display Dimensions:  11” x 4.75” x 7”   (18)  MSRP $14.99

      
 

$12.50 Cdn. each,
18 per display
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PUMP ROCKE T ® MICRO™ 
W RIS T SHOT Z ™ #12968
Point, squeeze, and fire! Stealthy and accurate, our new WRIST SHOTZ(TM) puts an arsenal of 
three 5-inch foam-tipped rockets on a warrior’s wrist. Spotting his target, he raises his arm, aims, 
and squeezes the hand pump. WHOOSH! A harmless soft-tipped rocket blasts out of the launcher, 
lasering towards the target (don’t worry, it doesn’t hurt furniture, pets, or siblings). Then reload 
and fire the other two rockets. Ages 3 & Up. Package Dimensions: 13.25” x 9” x 2.5” 
(24)  MSRP $9.99      

FRICTION STUNT CARS #16427 (4-pack)
Like a Timex watch, our new FRICTION Stunt Car takes a lickin’ and keeps on spinnin’! This mini STUNT 
CAR is unique, because unlike most other stunt cars, it requires no remote control or batteries. It is 
100% hand-push powered! Simply hold the car to a surface, push it forward and off it goes. You can 
also push it forward to wind it up, then set the car on its rear axle and watch as the front axle spins 
360 degrees while the car is in motion. Our STUNT CAR is extremely durable; crash them into each 
other or into walls and watch the front axle lift and spin. Set includes 4 differently colored Stunt Cars.  
Each Stunt Car is 4.5” x 4” x 2”. Ages 3 & Up. (12)  MSRP $24.99

      
FRICTION STUNT CAR ( single pack)
Black/Yellow (#16421), Red/Red (#16422), Blue/White (#16423) and Yellow/Purple (#16424). 
Same details as the 4-pack, except sold individually. Each Stunt Car is 4.5” x 4” x 2”. 
Ages 3 & Up. (each) MSRP $6.99

$8.25 Cdn. each,
12 per case

$5.75 Cdn. each,
4 per case

Assortment of 4 - $20.00 per assort. of 4



GEOSPHERE® 8-inch 60-Piece kit #14011
Whoa! this jam-packed kit contains 30 white pieces AND 30 assorted color pieces. That’s 
60 total pieces! THE 14011, 8” KIT DOES NOT COME WITH A WIRELESS LED LIGHT, but is 
compatible with the GEOSPHERE® Wireless LED Puck Light* kit for mind-blowing lighting 
options.  (See back cover for more information,)  MSRP $9.99

GEOSPHERE® INTERACTIVE PUZZLE LAMPS
It’s a puzzle... a lamp... and stylish modern art all in one! Kids, teens and adults can’t wait to get their hands on these simple, yet challenging buildable puzzle  

spheres to create dozens of different shaped modern lampshades. Build them, then hang or place them anywhere in your house, office, dorm, 
or outdoor space to enhance your space with brilliant ambient LED lighting. Everything you need is included! 

Most sets contains 30 puzzle pieces. Choose from two power source options: a corded (plug-in) A/C powered LED bulb, OR the Illuminator™ Battery Powered  
Wireless & Waterproof LED Puck Light. Both power options include a 20-mode wireless remote for 20 different color lighting modes. All Kits (except 14011) include  

a hanging cord and full instructional manual, illustrating how to assemble the various possible building configurations with the puzzle pieces. 
Available in either all white puzzle pieces, or assorted color puzzle pieces (Rainbow versions). 

Kids may need adult assistance constructing their puzzle lamp. 

1616

$8.25 Cdn. each, 8 per case



16” White Geosphere kit with included wireless LED light shown.

12” & 9” White Geosphere kits 
with included wireless LED light shown.

GEOSPHERE
® BATTERY POWERED  

30-Piece kit (9”, 12” and 16”)
It’s a puzzle... a lamp... and stylish modern art all in one! Kids, teens and adults can’t wait to get their hands 
on this simple, yet challenging buildable puzzle to create dozens of different shaped modern lampshades. 
Build it, then hang or place it anywhere in your house, office, dorm, or outdoor space to enhance your space 
with brilliant ambient LED lighting. Everything you need is included! Each set contains 30 puzzle pieces, the 
Geosphere® Wireless & Waterproof LED Puck Light*, a remote control with over 20 different color lighting 
modes. Also includes full instructional manual and hanging cord. Assembly required.

Awesome, sealable bag included with every Geosphere®

* Requires 3 AAA 
Batteries

 #14001 9-inch  
30 PC. WHITE KIT with 
WIRELESS LED LIGHT

 MSRP $17.99

 #14003 12-inch  
30 PC. WHITE KIT with 
WIRELESS LED LIGHT

MSRP $19.99

 #14005 16-inch  
30 PC. WHITE KIT with 
WIRELESS LED LIGHT

MSRP $27.99

1717

$23.00 each,
8 per case

$16.50 each,
8 per case $15.00 each,

8 per case



WATCH  

THE GEOSPHERE
™ 

VIDEO!

GEOSPHERE® A/C POWERED 
30-Piece kit (12” AND 16”)
It’s a puzzle... a lamp... and stylish modern art all in one! Kids, teens and adults can’t wait to get their 
hands on this simple, yet challenging buildable puzzle to create dozens of different shaped modern 
lampshades. Build it, then hang or place it anywhere in your house, office, dorm, or outdoor space 
to enhance your space with brilliant ambient LED lighting. Everything you need is included! Each 
set contains 30 puzzle pieces, a 12’ A/C power cord with on/off switch, the Geosphere® LED 3W E27  
Light Bulb, a wireless remote control with over 20 different color lighting modes. 
Also includes full instructional manual. Assembly required.  

Awesome, sealable bag included 
with every Geosphere®

1818



WATCH  

THE GEOSPHERE
™ 

VIDEO!

GEOSPHERE® A/C POWERED 
30-Piece kit (12” AND 16”)
It’s a puzzle... a lamp... and stylish modern art all in one! Kids, teens and adults can’t wait to get their 
hands on this simple, yet challenging buildable puzzle to create dozens of different shaped modern 
lampshades. Build it, then hang or place it anywhere in your house, office, dorm, or outdoor space 
to enhance your space with brilliant ambient LED lighting. Everything you need is included! Each 
set contains 30 puzzle pieces, a 12’ A/C power cord with on/off switch, the Geosphere® LED 3W E27  
Light Bulb, a wireless remote control with over 20 different color lighting modes. 
Also includes full instructional manual. Assembly required.  

Awesome, sealable bag included 
with every Geosphere®
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 #14033 12”  
30 PC. WHITE KIT with 

WIRED LED LIGHT
MSRP $25.99

 #14035 16”  
30 PC. WHITE KIT with 

WIRED LED LIGHT
MSRP $27.99

1919

$21.00 Cdn. each,
8 per case

$23.00 each,
8 per case



SNAP ‘N’ GO™ LED HOOP  #12132
Popular since the 1960s, hoop toys never go out of style, but they can be hard 
to store and take with you. We’ve solved that issue by creating a hoop made up 
of 7 festively colored segments, attaching easily and securely to make a perfect 
circle. The Snap & Go Hoop is easy to transport to a family gathering, beach 
party, or a friend’s house. When play time is over, the segments can virtually 
disappear inside a closet or toy chest until ready to reassemble. 30” diameter.  
Ages 6 & Up. Package Dimensions: 16” x 19” x 3.88” (12)  MSRP $11.99

 

2020
Note: All MSRP prices shown are subject to change/correction without notice.

POP ‘N CATCH®  #12512
POP ‘N CATCH® is a fun outdoor game suitable for the whole family. Play anywhere 
including the beach or pool, as all components are waterproof! Keeps kids and adults 
active, and is also excellent for improving eye-hand coordination. Place the lightweight ball 
into the basket, pull the trigger, and watch as the ball shoots up in the angle and direction 
you aim. One person can fire it straight up and then try to catch it with a scoop of the 
basket, or two people can volley back and forth. Made of long-lasting, non-marking polymers. 
Includes two balls and two launchers so two can play. Ages 3 & Up. 
Package Dimensions: 6.22” x 5.43” x 5.43”  (24)   MSRP $11.99

 

ACTIVE PLAY & GOACTIVE PLAY & GOACTIVE PLAY & GOACTIVE PLAY & GO

$10.00 Cdn. each,
12 per case

$10.00 Cdn. each,
12 per case



SLAP SHADES™ Polarized UV Lenses Sunglasses
Available in multiple colors #35001 (Black), #35002 (Blue) and #35003 (Red) – Durable active wear sunglasses that turn into a bracelet! When not using them, fold the frame 
and “SLAP” it around your wrist, steering wheel, or bike handlebars. Made from silicone and plastic with TAC lens (2-inch width), very light design, easy to use and transport. They 
will not crack or break like regular sun glasses, and the price is much more affordable! These sunglasses are polarized with UV protection for safety from the sun. Ages 6 to Adult. 
Sunglasses dimensions: 6.25" x 5.75" x 2"  (10)  MSRP $11.49
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ACTIVE PLAY & GOACTIVE PLAY & GO

SUPER SONIC™ LED AUTO SPINNERZ™  
Self-Powered Gyro Top in POP of 12  #12080
Like a miniature UFO, this phenomenal auto spinning toy displays a kaleidoscope of constantly 
changing LED Lights, flashing and pulsating to the rhythm of a cool hip-hoppy tune. Powered 
by 3 AA batteries (not included), the SUPER SONIC™ LED AUTO SPINNERZ™ can rotate 
incredibly fast and are surprisingly stable. A three-way switch gives kids the option of operating 
it with music on or off. Comes in assorted colors of pink, blue, and green. Ages 4 & Up.  
Packaging Dimensions:  15.16” x 13.00” x 6.30”   MSRP $4.99  (Case of 12, Asst. Colors)

 

SUPER SONIC WIND-UP TOP  #12077
This all NEW dazzling breed of high-tech top makes ordinary tops look like they're 
standing still. First there's an exciting light show that displays on the surface it spins on, 
as well as flashing, multi-colored LED lights. A wild soundtrack of battling intergalactic 
spaceships accompanies the light show. To set it off, simply attach the winder to the top,  
twist it several times, and hit the release button. Batteries included. Ages 5 and up!
Package Dimensions: 10.25" x 4.825" x 2.625"  (24)  MSRP $6.99

7 28369 12077 0

SLAP SHADES™ UV Lenses Sunglasses
Available in multiple colors #35007(Black), #35008 (Blue) and #35009 (Red) – These sunglasses provide the same UV protection 
from the sun as the Polarized SLAP SHADES. Ages 6 to Adult. Sunglasses dimensions: 6.25" x 5.75" x 2"  (10)  MSRP $8.99

       
      

$5.75 Cdn. each, 24 per case

$4.00 Cdn. each, 12 per case

$9.50 each,
5 per case

$7.50 each,
5 per case
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LED LIGHTS
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LED GEOSWORD® Soft and Safe Dueling Sword   #10054
(16)  MSRP $19.99   (Individual Pack)     

GEOSWORD® Knight Soft and Safe Dueling Swords 
with LED Lights & Movement Battle Sounds   #10055
LIGHTS & SOUND - GeoSword is the 1st ever super-safe, medieval-style play sword with various different 
battle sounds for realistic action play! Lights & sound are motion activated as the sword is waved through 
the air, or with every clash. Made for mock battles, to avoid breakage do not hit hard together or against 
fixed objects. REALISTIC ACTION PLAY - Responds instantly to movement with up to 9 different, random 
realistic sounds of sword swooshing or clashing. 5 motion activated LED lights activate during battle 
for play day or night. Special new soft composite plastic material surrounds the outer edge so it’s super 
durable, yet totally safe for play. Super-bright LED lights are embedded in the GeoSword blade, creating 
special effects during play, day or night! 3 AAA batteries are required (not included), batteries ‘drop’ into the 
sword handle when installed. For Ages 5 and up.  Package Dimensions 24” x 6.5” x 5.125”  
(8)  MSRP $39.99  (2-pack)     

NEW!NEW! GEOSWORD® 
Gladiator Single (1 Unit) 
Soft & Safe 18” Long Toy Sword  #10056 
(24)  MSRP $16.99     

NEW!NEW! GEOSWORD® 
G ladia tor Sof t & Sa fe 18” Long Dueling Toy Sword s 2 Pack 
with Motion Activated LED Lights & Battle Sounds  #10057
The all new GLADIATOR GeoSword from Geospace is the latest addition to our family of GeoSword Toy Sword products. This is 
the first ever state-of-the-art, super-safe, Gladiator-style sword that has motion activated LED lights as well as whooshing 
and clashing sounds to enhance realistic play action! The GLADIATOR GeoSword detects movement as kids swing it through 
the air and every time the sword lands a hit. It responds instantly with up to 9 different, random realistic sounds of sword 
swooshing or clashing. Whenever the GLADIATOR toy swords is moved through the air, it automatically makes various clashing 
sounds! A special feature of GLADIATOR is the special new composite polymer material that surrounds the outer edge so 
it’s super durable, yet totally safe for mock battles, and active play. Embedded in the GLADIATOR Sword body are 4 super 
bright blue colored LED lights that create special effects during play, day and night! Recommended for age 4 years & up. 
The GLADIATOR toy sword requires 3 AAA batteries for the lights and sounds to work (batteries are not included). Package 
Dimensions: 18” x 3” x 3”  (12)  MSRP $29.99     

$33.00 Cdn. each, 8 per case

$16.50 Cdn. each, 16 per case

$12.50 Cdn. each,
 12 per case

$25.00 each, 24 per case
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LED

GEOSWORD® 
Lionheart Soft Foam 
Shield & Sword Set  #10053
The GEOSWORD LIONHEART SOFT FOAM SHIELD & SWORD SET is sold with 1 sword and 1 hand held shield, and is designed 
for interactive medieval-style mock battle play with one or more “knights”. Kids will imagine they are King Lionheart of 
England as soon as they have this in their hands! This light weight sword and shield are made from durable soft EVA foam 
which make play safe for young kids. There is no plastic or hard edges. Sword will also bend slightly during play and 
when hit against each other or objects. This Lionheart sword set can also be used in school plays, as theater props, with 
halloween costumes, and as party favors. Compliments a child’s medieval costume as the main accessory. Perfect for 
both indoor and outdoor active play, and they can easily be taken anywhere!  For Ages 4 and up.  
Package Dimensions 20” x 11” x 2”  (12)  MSRP $19.99     

GEOSWORD® 
Soft Foam Dueling Sword Set  #10051
The GEOSWORD SOFT FOAM DUELING SWORD SET is sold as a 2-pack and is designed for interactive medieval-style 
mock battle play with one or more “knights”. Kids will imagine they are knights back in the middle ages as soon as 
they have these in their hands! SAFE PLAY: These light weight swords are made from durable soft EVA foam which 
make play safe for young kids, there is no plastic or hard edges. Swords will also bend slightly during play and 
when hit against each other or objects. These tovy swords can also be used in school plays, as theater props, with 
Halloween costumes, and as party favors. Compliments a child’s medieval costume as the main accessory. Perfect 
for both indoor and outdoor active play, and they can easily be taken anywhere!  
For Ages 3 and up.  Package Dimensions 22” x 6.7” x 1.5”  
(24)  MSRP $19.99        

LED

$16.50 ech,
12 per case

$16.50 Cdn. each, 24 per case
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Geoglide™ DUELING DUAL FIGHTERS™  #10060
This dual model set comes complete with two Fighters of super durability and multiple wing combinations making 
them ready for great flying missions or dogfighting duels. Included is a 16-page booklet explaining the aerody-
namics of flight and how the 17 different flying surfaces can be adjusted hundreds of times. Just like a modern 
fighter jet you’re the pilot and control the flight. Each time one surface is changed you have a slightly different 
flying glider for endless control combinations plus real  AERODYNAMIC S.T.E.M learning.

There are also 3 ways to launch your DUELING DUAL FIGHTERS™ for flights ranging from a super easy beginner toss 
or a 3-fingered grip style for more power plus a unique lever-actuated velocity flight with our Easy-Launch Lever System. 

With 3 separate sets of wings, you can have 10 different model setups with their own unique look or you can 
experiment with any combination for hundreds of configurations. These models are made for serious play and superior 
durability. They are also designed to come apart in a crash or even a possible air to air collision! No matter what 
happens all you do is plug the wings back in and your ready for more flying action. When you’re done you can hang and 
display both from the ceiling with provided hooks. Package Dimensions:  13.00” x 12.20” x 3.35” (6)  MSRP $24.99

  

$22.25 Cdn. each, 6 per case
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Geoglide™ SOARING BIRD GLIDERS with 33” WINGSPAN
Both our FREEDOM EAGLE™ & FREEDOM HAWK™ have been professionally sculpted and detailed down to every single feather to make them 
the most realistic flying bird models ever produced! Our flying TERROR PTERODACTYL™ is detailed using real museum fossil reference from the 
Jurassic age. All the shapes and lines are to scale and the skin on the body reveals all the muscles in the arms and body.

Both Birds and Pterodactyl are hand-painted and just like in nature, no two are exactly alike. All are carefully shaped in the “glide” position for 
high flight performance and are made from nearly indestructible, durable EPP foam with a huge lifelike 33” wingspan. They can be assembled 
in seconds with plug-in wings and tails plus all include a small hook for displaying from the ceiling when not in use. 

Flying any of our 3 life-like models is easy. For play around the yard or in smaller areas just grab underneath and give it a throw. With a little 
more space, like a local park or playfield you can use our Extreme Launcher System to gently launch your model up to 50 feet high where it then 
automatically disengages so your model can then soar free in flights of 500 feet or more!  All this with no batteries required!  MSRP $29.99

Geoglide™ 33” 
FREEDOM EAGLE™  #10061  

Package Dimensions:  16.93” x 9.84” x 3.94” (6) MSRP $29.99

Geoglide™ 33” 
SOARING HAWK™  #10062  

Package Dimensions:  16.93” x 9.84” x 3.94” (6) MSRP $29.99

Geoglide™ 33” 
TERROR PTERODACTYL™  #10063  

Package Dimensions:  16.93” x 9.84” x 3.94” (6) MSRP $29.99

$25.00 each,
6 per case

$25.00 each,
6 per case

$25.00 each, 6 per 
case

$21.50 each,



SEE JUMP ROCKET 
IN ACTION!

Original JUMP ROCKET® #12912#12912
Jump it UP! Thump it UP! WAY UP! How far? How about the height of a 30-story building! Simply slide the safe, foam JUMP 
ROCKET® onto its launching pad, jump up and land on the hemisphere-shaped air pump, and watch it BLAST OFF...to a height 
of up to 300 feet! It couldn’t be easier, simpler or more FUN. Kids even get some exercise too, every time they jump on the 
pump. We’re improved the technology with our PATENTED Thrust Booster, doubling the flight distance of previous versions. For 
junior astronauts and parents who want to amaze all the neighbors. Includes air pump, launch pad and 3 soft foam rockets.  
Ages 4 and up. Package Dimensions: 11” x 10” x 3.5” (10)  MSRP $17.99

AIR POWERED ROCKETSAIR POWERED ROCKETSAIR POWERED ROCKETSAIR POWERED ROCKETS
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JR Replacement Rockets 
4-Pack are the primary  

Rockets for Jump Rocket,  
Jump Rocket® Deluxe, and 

Triple Shotz.

10” Long JR Replacement Rockets 
4-Pack  #12914
Package Dimensions: 13” x 6.75” x 1.25” (24) 
These replacement rockets fit items #12907, #12910, #12912, 
#12915, #12923, #12928 and #12939.  MSRP $7.99

 

$15.00 Cdn. each,
12 per case

$6.00 Cdn. each, 24 per case



SEE JUMP ROCKET 
IN ACTION!

SEE JUMP ROCKET 
IN ACTION!

JUMP ROCKET® MINI  #12902
We’ve scaled down the size of our best-selling JUMP ROCKET® into a new Mini model that’s 
perfect for younger children. Like the full-sized version, it features an air-powered launching pad 
connected by a hose to the rubber pump. When young spaceship commanders place a rocket 
on the pad, take a big leap, and land on the pump, air pressure causes the rocket to explode 
upwards...up to 50’ high! Includes three foam-tipped rockets, launching pad, and foot pump. 
Ages 3 & Up! Package Dimensions: 11” x 10” x 2” 
(24)  MSRP $8.99 

Order #12924 6” Long MINI Replacement Rockets 
8-Pack for above. (24)  MSRP $7.99

 

JUMP ROCKET® Deluxe Set #12923
With Adjustable Launcher & 6 Rockets
The Deluxe version of our best selling Jump Rocket, which flies super-high with the 
power of compressed air... by simply jumping up and onto the hemisphere-shaped 
air pump. Slide the safe, foam JUMP ROCKET® onto its launch tube, and aim the 
pivoting launch base toward the target. Then stomp onto the pump and behold... 
a flight of up to 300 feet in elevation! Any higher and you’d need a license from 
the FAA! It couldn’t be easier, simpler or more FUN. Our patented Thrust Booster 
greatly increases the flight distance of other versions. All the kids (and parents) in the  
neighborhood will want to try it! Includes air pump, launch pad, 3 soft foam JR rockets 
each with patented Thrust Boosters, and 3 smaller foam MINI rockets and inflatable ring 
target. Ages 6 and up. Package Dimensions: 11” x 10” x 3.5” 
(10)  MSRP $23.99 

Order #12914 4-Pack 10” Long JR.  
Replacement Rockets for above. 
(24)  MSRP $7.99      

AIR POWERED ROCKETSAIR POWERED ROCKETS AIR POWERED ROCKETSAIR POWERED ROCKETSAIR POWERED ROCKETSAIR POWERED ROCKETS
2727

$20.00 Cdn. each, 10 per case

$6.00 each,
24 per case

$7.50 Cdn. each, 12/24 per case

$7.00 Cdn. each, 24 per case
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SEE PUMP ROCKET 
IN ACTION!

17” Long PUMP ROCKET® SR 
Replacement Rockets 2-Pack  #12901
This set of 2 extra rockets is equipped with our patented Thrust Booster™ that dramatically increases flight 
distance and velocity. Extra rockets come in handy when one gets stuck in a tree or on a roof! Package 
includes 2 rockets (assorted colors). (Replacements fit items #12900, #12908, #12909 and #12938)
Ages 5 & up. Package Dimensions: 21” x 6” x 2” (24)  MSRP $8.99     

PUMP ROCKET® SR 
with Patented Thrust Booster™ in POP of 36 #12900
Kids go wild over PUMP ROCKETS®... load a rocket, pump the launcher, and watch as it soars up to 150 feet! 
Made of safe, soft foam, these rockets have extra soft foam tips so they can be launched indoors or out.  Each 
PUMP ROCKET® SR includes durable pump launcher, one rocket with stabilizer wings, patented Thrust Booster™ 
that adds more flight time and distance. Comes in 4 assorted colors in a FREE POP display. Ages 5 & up. POP 
Floor DisplayDimensions: 14.5” x 14.75” x 39.5”. Item Dimensions: 37.5” x 4.0” x 3.75”  (36)  MSRP $11.99

 

Order #12901 SR Replacement Rockets 2-Pack
Replacements fit #12900, #12926 and #12927  MSRP $8.99 

    

PUMP ROCKET® BUNGEE BLAST® JR  
POP of 25  #12991
Standard PUMP ROCKETS® are a rollicking blast to fire. But our new BUNGEE BLAST® JR ramps up the fun and excitement 
by an order of magnitude. We’ve engineered a patented elastic bungee cord inside the pump cylinder to turbo boost the 
launching power. Load a foam rocket into one end and pull back the cylinder, feeling the increasing tension of the cord inside. 
Then let go. Kids will be amazed as the stored energy of the cord pushes the piston of air very forcefully, blasting the rocket 
out at hyper-speed. It’s like putting a turbo-charger inside! Ages 3 & Up. POP Floor Display Dimensions: 28.25” x 9.5” x 9.5.”  
Package Dimensions: 27.5” x 2” x 2”  (25)  MSRP $9.99    

SEE BUNGEE BLAST

IN  ACTION! 

PUMP ROCKET® BUNGEE BLAST® MINI 
POP of 25  #12993
The smallest BUNGEE BLAST® model is great for the wee ones but also can be used by older 
kids who want a more maneuverable device for close-in skirmishes. Like its two larger brothers, 
the BUNGEE BLAST® MINI utilizes a hidden elastic cord to amplify the launching force. When 
kids pull the cylinder back and release it, the cord zooms the piston back faster, creating a 
torrent of air that launches the rockets out at amazing speeds and distances. Ages 3 & Up. 
POP Floor Display Dimensions: 20.25” x 9.5” x 9.5.” Package Dimensions: 19.5” x 2” x 2” (25)  
MSRP $7.99     

ROCKET POWER!ROCKET POWER!

SEE PUMP ROCKET 
IN ACTION!

PUMP ROCKET ® MINI #12924
6”  Long Replacement Rockets 8-pack 
For multiple, rapid-fire launches, perfect for backyard star wars (Replacements fit items 
#12902, #12912, #12922, #12923, #12925 and #12939). Ages 3 & Up. Package 
Dimensions: 12” x 6.5” x 1.25” (24)  MSRP $8.99      

PUMP ROCKET® MINI  
in POP Display of 36  #12925
A scaled down version of our popular larger PUMP ROCKET® SR, this one  
appeals to small tykes. Countdown begins when a rocket is placed on the 
launch tube. Then one pump of the launcher and watch the rocket lift off in 
a burst of speed and soar up to 30 feet into space. Soft, safe foam tips let 
them be launched indoors or out. Each includes pump launcher, one rocket 
with stabilizer fins. Comes in 4 assorted colors in a FREE POP display. 
Ages 3 & Up. POP Floor Display Dimensions: 20” x 10.25” x 10.25”. 
Item Dimensions: 19.5” x 2.25” x 2.25” (36)  MSRP $4.99
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10” Long PUMP ROCKET JR® 
Replacement Rockets 4-Pack  #12914
This set of 4 extra rockets is equipped with our patented Thrust Booster™ that 
dramatically increases flight distance and velocity. Extra rockets come in handy when one 
gets stuck in a tree or on a roof! Package includes 4 rockets (assorted colors) packed with 
a header card. (These replacement rockets fit items #12907, #12910, #12912, #12915, 
#12923, #12928 and #12939). Ages 3 & Up. Package Dimensions: 13” x 6.75” x 1.25” 
(24)  MSRP $7.99

      

PUMP ROCKET JR®  
Wi t h Pa ten ted Thru st Booster™

In POP of 36  #12910
Kids go wild over PUMP ROCKET JR®... load a rocket, pump the launcher, and watch it soar 
up to 100 feet! This is a scaled-down version of our ever-popular PUMP ROCKET® SR, designed 
for ages 3+. Rockets have safe, extra-soft foam tips so they can be launched indoors or out. 
Each PUMP ROCKET™ includes durable pump launcher, one rocket with stabilizer wings, and 
patented Thrust Booster™ that adds more flight time and distance. Comes in 4 assorted colors 
in a FREE POP display. Ages 3 & Up. POP Floor Display Dimensions: 31” x 10.25” x 10.25”.  
Item Dimensions: 30.25” x 2.25” x 2.25” (36)  MSRP $9.99

      

Order #12914 JR Replacement Rockets 4-Pack 
for above. (24)  MSRP $7.99

       

$6.25 Cdn. each,
24 per case

$10.00 Cdn. each, 36 per case

$6.25 each, 24 per case

$8.25 Cdn. each,
25 per case

$6.50 each,
25 per case



SEE PUMP ROCKET 
IN ACTION!

PUMP ROCKET ® MINI #12924
6”  Long Replacement Rockets 8-pack 
For multiple, rapid-fire launches, perfect for backyard star wars (Replacements fit items 
#12902, #12912, #12922, #12923, #12925 and #12939). Ages 3 & Up. Package 
Dimensions: 12” x 6.5” x 1.25” (24)  MSRP $8.99      

PUMP ROCKET® MINI  
in POP Display of 36  #12925
A scaled down version of our popular larger PUMP ROCKET® SR, this one  
appeals to small tykes. Countdown begins when a rocket is placed on the 
launch tube. Then one pump of the launcher and watch the rocket lift off in 
a burst of speed and soar up to 30 feet into space. Soft, safe foam tips let 
them be launched indoors or out. Each includes pump launcher, one rocket 
with stabilizer fins. Comes in 4 assorted colors in a FREE POP display. 
Ages 3 & Up. POP Floor Display Dimensions: 20” x 10.25” x 10.25”. 
Item Dimensions: 19.5” x 2.25” x 2.25” (36)  MSRP $4.99
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10” Long PUMP ROCKET JR® 
Replacement Rockets 4-Pack  #12914
This set of 4 extra rockets is equipped with our patented Thrust Booster™ that 
dramatically increases flight distance and velocity. Extra rockets come in handy when one 
gets stuck in a tree or on a roof! Package includes 4 rockets (assorted colors) packed with 
a header card. (These replacement rockets fit items #12907, #12910, #12912, #12915, 
#12923, #12928 and #12939). Ages 3 & Up. Package Dimensions: 13” x 6.75” x 1.25” 
(24)  MSRP $7.99

      

PUMP ROCKET JR®  
Wi t h Pa ten ted Thru st Booster™

In POP of 36  #12910
Kids go wild over PUMP ROCKET JR®... load a rocket, pump the launcher, and watch it soar 
up to 100 feet! This is a scaled-down version of our ever-popular PUMP ROCKET® SR, designed 
for ages 3+. Rockets have safe, extra-soft foam tips so they can be launched indoors or out. 
Each PUMP ROCKET™ includes durable pump launcher, one rocket with stabilizer wings, and 
patented Thrust Booster™ that adds more flight time and distance. Comes in 4 assorted colors 
in a FREE POP display. Ages 3 & Up. POP Floor Display Dimensions: 31” x 10.25” x 10.25”.  
Item Dimensions: 30.25” x 2.25” x 2.25” (36)  MSRP $9.99

      

Order #12914 JR Replacement Rockets 4-Pack 
for above. (24)  MSRP $7.99

       $6.00 Cdn. each,
24 per case

$6.00 each

$4.00 Cdn. each,
36 per case

$7.00 Cdn. each,
24 per case

$8.25 Cdn. each,
36 per case
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NEW! NEW!   2-IN-1 JUMP ROCKET TRIPLE SHOT  
Multi-Launcher Hand Aim or Stomp Launch Rocket Set  
with 4 Safe Foam Rockets #12988
Our NEW Jump Rocket Triple Rocket Launcher Set is unique from others on the market because it is the first ever 2-in-1 Multi-Launcher Rocket 
System. Kids will literally have a “blast” by either ground placed rocket launching or hand aim rocket launching! The base (legs) of the launcher 
detach, and the hand held attachment can be locked into the base of the launcher so kids can aim the foam rockets at any target they choose! This 
feature allows kids to dual with each other by firing the safe foam rockets (requires 2 sets of Jump Rockets) at their opponent. For ground launch, 
place the rocket launcher on a flat surface then Jump, Thump, Stomp and Launch them into orbit using the Air Bladder! The rocket launcher is 
adjustable to 3 different launch degrees from vertical to a 45 degree angle. Each rocket will fire separately with each jump or stomp on the bladder. 
Once all rockets have been launched, retrieve them and place them back on the launch tubes. Additional rockets are also available for purchase 
(#12989). Package Dimensions: 9” x 4.5” x 7.5”  (12)  MSRP $19.99     

7 28369 12812 7

Order #12989 4-Pack 7.25” long Replacement Rockets  
for above item (24) MSRP $6.99

 7 28369 12812 7

SEE JUMP ROCKET 
TRIPLE SHOT  

IN ACTION!

$16.50 Cdn. each,
12 per case

$5.75 Cdn. each,
12 per case
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JUMP ROCKET® DUELING ROCKETS  #12812
3, 2, 1....BLAST OFF! Challenge a friend to a rocket launching duel. See who can send their rocket the 
highest, or furthest in any direction. Our New DUELING JUMP ROCKETS® Set has a large Launch Pad with 
2 Swivel Launcher Tubes that will air fire rockets 250 feet up or downrange at the same time! Simply 
slide the soft safe, foam JR Rockets onto each Swivel Launcher Tube, count down and simultaneously 
jump and land on the Air Pumps to launch. Watch both Rockets BLAST OFF! The DUELING JUMP 
ROCKETS® Set is made for tandem rocket launches, but it can also be used solo by one child. Our 
patent pending unique and newly designed Launch Tube can swivel in any direction so the rockets 
can also be launched at all angles and directions. The DUELING JUMP ROCKETS® Set is easy to use,  
and is 100% kid-powered! Kids will have hours of fun playing with our 
Jump Rocket range, and they will also get some exercise each time they 
jump on the pump and chase down the rockets. Set includes 2 Air Pumps, 
2 Swivel Launch Tubes, Launch Pad and 6 Foam JR Rockets. Recommended 
for ages 4 and up. Package Dimensions: 10” x 8.5” x 4” 
(12) MSRP $22.99

7 28369 12812 7

NEW! NEW!   3D IMAGINATION ART TWISTY STIXS 
Building Kit for Kids Create Amazing Designs with Unique 
Twisting Rods (75 pcs)  #80680
Create amazing 3D Art figures, people, animals, structures, shapes or anything else your mind can think of with 
our all new Twisty Stixs from Geospace! Each “Twisty Rod” can be bent, shaped, or coiled into numerous forms; 
enabling kids to connect them each other, and to the included buckles to create fun imaginative art work!  
Piece the rods and connection buckles together to build whatever your imagination can think of. When kids 
are ready to create a new design, simply take them apart and start again! Stimulate kids brains with this toy.  
This Twisty Rod art set comes 75 individual pieces that includes 28 Twisty Rods in various colors and lengths;  
and 46 connection buckles that are also in various shapes and colors. 1 instruction book is also included. 
Recommended for kids Ages 6 to 12. Package Dimensions: 10” x 7” x 2.25” 
(36) MSRP $17.99

     

$18.50 Cdn. each,
12 per case

$15.00 Cdn. each, 36 per case

$21.50 each, 6 per csa
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SL AP ROCKET ™ #12954
Slap it with your hand.  Slam it on the ground. Either method powers the foam rockets into the air 
with blazing speed…up to 50 feet high!  The Slap Rocket has a unique launching system that 
kids find endlessly entertaining. They simply load one of three included soft, safe foam rockets 
onto the launcher, grasp it firmly, and use their other hand to either push or slap the soft plastic 
“bellows” plunger at the base. For even longer flights, slam the plunger onto any firm surface.  
 Ages 3 & Up.  Package Dimensions:  15” x 8.25” x 2.25” (24)  MSRP $9.99

      

SEE SLAP ROCKET 
IN ACTION!

FINGER FLINGER™  #12401
Our new Finger Flinger is a modern update of the slingshot that’s fun for target practice and 
play. The projectile is a soft, safe sleek foam rocket that can fly over 80 feet! In the nose of the 
rocket is a thick rubber band with a loop on the end. Simply insert a fingertip into the loop, 
then draw back the launching band, and…whoosh…the rocket takes off in a fury. Rugged 
construction and built-in flotation makes it perfect for pools or lakes. Because the launcher is 
permanently attached to the rocket, it can’t get lost and is ready for use at a moment’s notice.   
Ages 6 & Up.  Package Dimensions: 11” x 4” x 1.12” (24)  MSRP $3.99

MEGA  AIR POWERED ROCKETSMEGA  AIR POWERED ROCKETS FOAM FLYING FUNFOAM FLYING FUN

JUMP ROCKET® DISTANCE MAXX™

REPLACEMENT ROCKETS 
4-PACK #12305 

Ages 4 & Up. Package Dimensions: 18” x 6” x 2” (24)
MSRP $7.99

3232

JUMP ROCKET®  BUILD ‘N’ BLAST™ 
ROCKET BUILDING KIT #12981
Attention all Rocket Scientists in training, please report for Rocket Building class! The only 
thing better than launching rockets is building them first and this S.T.E.M. approved kit has you 
covered. With our complete rocket crafting kit containing over 40 components you can safely 
design, build and fly 8 unique air-powered paper rockets. See who can build the best one! Then 
compete to see who can launch it the farthest with the JUMP ROCKET® approved air-powered 
system! Contains everything you need. Easy to follow assembly instructions included. This toy is 
S.T.E.M. approved and is excellent for learning.  Ages 4 & Up. 
Package Dimensions:  11” x 10” x 2” (12) MSRP $9.99     

MEGA  AIR POWERED ROCKETSMEGA  AIR POWERED ROCKETS FOAM FLYING FUNFOAM FLYING FUN

JUMP ROCKET® DISTANCE MAXX™

REPLACEMENT ROCKETS 
4-PACK #12305 

Ages 4 & Up. Package Dimensions: 18” x 6” x 2” (24)
MSRP $7.99

JUMP ROCKET® DISTANCE MAXX™  #12304
How far can it fly? How close to the target? Can it scare the dog? These are the questions kids can 
answer with our new Jump Rocket Distance Maxx. Tremendous distances (up to 125’) are easily flown 
with this baby, thanks to the ingenious launch “pad.” Kids leap up and jump on the rubber bladder, which 
expels air into a tube, powering the foam-tipped rocket. Junior astronauts have a blast adjusting the 

angle of the rocket (up to 60 degrees), either for height or distance. Ages 3 & Up. Package 
Dimensions: 10.5” x 8.5” x 3.25” (12)   MSRP $8.99     

$8.25 Cdn. each,
12 per case

$4.00 Cdn. each,
24 per case

$7.50 Cdn. each, 12 per case
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SL AP ROCKET ™ #12954
Slap it with your hand.  Slam it on the ground. Either method powers the foam rockets into the air 
with blazing speed…up to 50 feet high!  The Slap Rocket has a unique launching system that 
kids find endlessly entertaining. They simply load one of three included soft, safe foam rockets 
onto the launcher, grasp it firmly, and use their other hand to either push or slap the soft plastic 
“bellows” plunger at the base. For even longer flights, slam the plunger onto any firm surface.  
 Ages 3 & Up.  Package Dimensions:  15” x 8.25” x 2.25” (24)  MSRP $9.99

      

SEE SLAP ROCKET 
IN ACTION!

FINGER FLINGER™  #12401
Our new Finger Flinger is a modern update of the slingshot that’s fun for target practice and 
play. The projectile is a soft, safe sleek foam rocket that can fly over 80 feet! In the nose of the 
rocket is a thick rubber band with a loop on the end. Simply insert a fingertip into the loop, 
then draw back the launching band, and…whoosh…the rocket takes off in a fury. Rugged 
construction and built-in flotation makes it perfect for pools or lakes. Because the launcher is 
permanently attached to the rocket, it can’t get lost and is ready for use at a moment’s notice.   
Ages 6 & Up.  Package Dimensions: 11” x 4” x 1.12” (24)  MSRP $3.99

MEGA  AIR POWERED ROCKETSMEGA  AIR POWERED ROCKETS FOAM FLYING FUNFOAM FLYING FUN

JUMP ROCKET® DISTANCE MAXX™

REPLACEMENT ROCKETS 
4-PACK #12305 

Ages 4 & Up. Package Dimensions: 18” x 6” x 2” (24)
MSRP $7.99

$8.25 Cdn. each,
24  per case

$3.25 Cdn. each,
24 per case

Replacement rockets, G12956,
$5.00 each, 24 per case



AIR ARCHER™ 1 Foam Rocket  #12952   
Color POP Dimensions: 28.50” x 15.25” x 13.25” (8)  MSRP $17.99
     

LLEEDD PUMP ROCKET® AIR ARCHER™

Get ready for a revolution! Our new AIR ARCHER™, with its flexible, bow-like 
arm, dramatically increases the power of the PUMP ROCKET® launcher. You 
won’t believe how fast and far these foam rockets will travel. To operate, simply 
pull back the launcher piston, stretching the elastic bow string attached to the 
ends of the bow. When it’s fully drawn back, let go and…WHOOOSH!!!, the 
rocket goes screaming off into space at near Mach speeds. Okay, maybe a little 
slower than that, but still impressively fast. Kids will be amazed. Ages 5 & Up. SEE AIR ARCHER 

IN ACTION!

PUMP ROCKET® STUNT THRUSTERZ™  
2-Pack Accessory #12972
Our new STUNT THRUSTERZ™ PLANES fly with amazing aerodynamic precision up to 50 
feet! Junior pilots can spend hours dueling with each other, setting distance records, and 
performing aerobatics such as barrel rolls and flips. Made of soft, safe foam, two glider 
planes are included in this accessory pack that will fit 3 different launcher platforms:  

AIR ARCHER™, BUNGEE BLAST™ JR. or any version of PUMP ROCKET® JR.  
Ages 3 & Up. Package Dimensions: 11.5” x 7.5” x 3.5” 

(24)  MSRP $7.99

 

 HIGH FLYING FOAM FUN HIGH FLYING FOAM FUN

DARTZ!™ 
Replacement (12-Pack) 

#12959 
Ages 3 & Up. Package Dimensions:  

5.5” x 4” x 1.25” (24)   
MSRP $7.99

BUNGEE BLAST™ MINI 
Replacements (4-Pack) 

#12995 
Ages 3 & Up. Package Dimensions:  

13” x 6.75” x 1.25” (24)   
MSRP $7.99

3434

$8.25 Cdn. each, 24 per case $5.00, 24 case $6.50, 24 per case

$15.00 Cdn. each, 8 per case



             HIGH FLYING FOAM FUN             HIGH FLYING FOAM FUN

THE INCREDIBLE FLYING FEATHER  (Comes 

in 2 styles – Falcon & Fairy) #12404
Fling this incredible new flying toy into the air, by hand or with the included bungee 
launcher. It knifes through the air  with amazing speed, soaring up to 35 feet. Then watch 
the magic unfold as it twirls slowly to the ground, like a gigantic maple seed or helicopter 
rotor! Kids and adults alike are fascinated by the mesmerizing motion of its descent. 
Inspired by the aerodynamic shape of a real maple seed, it is engineered to fly far, auto-
rotate perfectly, and last for years. Ages 4 & Up. Assorted two colors. Measures 8” long.  
Package Dimensions: 9.63” x 2” x 2”  Color POP Dimensions:  12.75” x 12.75” x 9.75” 
Assorted 18 Falcon Wings and 18 Fairy Wings. 
(36)   MSRP $4.99                       

SEE AIR ARCHER 
IN ACTION!

BUNGEE BLAST™ JR 
Replacements  

(8-Pack) #12994  
Ages 3 & Up.Package Dimensions: 

15.75” x 6.5” x 1.25” (24)   
MSRP $7.99

AIR ARCHER™ 
3 Foam Rockets &  
4 Foam Darts  
on Blister Card  #12951  
Dimensions: 27.38” x 14.50 x 1.88” 
(8) MSRP $24.99

3535

$4.00 each, 36 per case

$6.50 each, 24 per case

$20.50 Cdn. each, 8 per case



SEQUIN ART®

Whether you want to piece together a stunning picture to hang on your wall or create a 
glimmering 3D rendition of your favorite animal, SEQUIN ART® has it and they are so easy 
to make. Using the simple concept of small pushpins to affix your dazzling sequins to a 
pre-planned picture board or design figure, it is as easy as pick, stick, and play. Create 
a simplified version of the popular Sequin Art pictures using an easy to follow full color 
pre-printed design. Colorful Sparkling designs for younger child and adults alike. 

SEQUIN ART® provides hours of relaxation and fun; plus the pride of hanging it on any 
wall for family and friends to admire. The follow pages are filled with SEQUIN ART® 

kits and information (including a link to videos) which will insprire you as it has done 
for thousands of SEQUIN ART® fans around the world! 

WATCH THE 
SEQUIN ART 
VIDEOS!3636



SEQUIN ART® RED
The ‘RED’ Series allows you to create simplified picture renditions using an easy to follow full-color, pre-printed design.  The ‘RED’ series includes 
a framed polystyrene base, colored picture, colored sequins, push pins, and instructions. Recommended for ages 6 and older.  MSRP $32.99

#61922 
(Simon Sloth) 

#61826 
(Poppy Popcorn) 

#61413 
(Tia Tiger) 

#61502 
(Lily Pug) 

#61601 
(Dreamcatcher) 

#61602 
(Bubbles the Kitten) 

#61403  
(Ozzy Owl) 

#61603 
(Binky the Bunny) 

#61803 
(Mia the Mermaid) 

#61804 
(Frankie the Flamingo) 

#61923 
(Stardust Unicorn) 

#61930 
(Izzy Fairy) 

#61801 
(Lou Lou Llama) 

#61925 
(Santa) 

#61928 
(Astrid Elf) 

#61929 
(Sven Elf) 

#61926 
(Norman Snowman) 

#61927 
(Ruby Reindeer) 

#60907 
(Oscar Puppy) 

#60908 
(Aqua Buddies) 

#61209 
(Amber Butterfly) 

#61701 
(Astra Unicorn) 

#60905 
(Freya Foal) 

#62108 
(Cosmo Cockerel) 

#62102 
(Puffins) 

#62108 
(Cactus) 

#62106 
(Jemma the Astronaut) 

#62017 
(Rainbow) 

SEQUIN ARTSEQUIN ART
3737

$20.50 each, 6 per case

$20.50 each,
6 per case



SEQUIN ART® BLUE
The ‘BLUE’ Series allows you to create a stunning shimmering picture over the velvet design sheet that is placed on the polystyrene 

base frame.  The ‘BLUE’ Series is more advanced than the RED series due to creating your picture using the full color instruction 
guide instead of a pre-printed design pad.  The ‘BLUE’ Series includes a framed polystyrene base, velvet design surface, colored 

sequins, push pins, and full color instructions. Recommended for ages 8 and older. MSRP $34.99

#61806 
(Lilac Breasted Roller) 

#61807 
(German Shepherd) 

#61827 
(Hare) 

#61605 
(Snow Cheetah) 

#61207 
(Lion) 

#61215 
(Wolf) 

#62109 
(Night Owl) 

#61217 
(Snow Tiger) 

#61218 
(Puppy) 

#60827 
(Westie) 

#61001 
(Red Rose) 

#61002 
(Love Birds) 

#61931 
(Geckos) 

#62110 
(Robin) 

#61934
(Fox) 

#61712 
(Bulldog) 

#61935 
(Pug) 

#61516 
(Dolphin) 

#61517 
(Horse) 

#60616 
(Teddy) 

#61305 
(Ice Cream Sundae) 

#61404 
(Snow Leopard) 

#61932 
(Snow Wolf) 

#61933 
(Stag’s Head) 

#61954 
(Tutankhamun) 

#62111 
(Alpaca) 

#61710 
(Teddy Bear Dog) 

#61711 
(White Cat) 

#61208 
(Leopard) 

#61510 
(Snowman & Dog) 

SEQUIN ARTSEQUIN ART
3838

$21.50 Cdn. each, 6 per case

$21.50 Cdn. each, 6 per case



SEQUIN ART® 3D
The ‘3D’ Series brings to life some of your favorite designs!  Simply apply the sequins to 

the desired 3D design to bring it to life with shimmering colors. After you are finished, you 
can display your work of art in your room or gift it to a friend! The ‘3D’ Series includes a 

polystyrene design model, colorful sequins, push pins, plastic stand* and instructions. 
Recommended for ages 8 and older. MSRP $24.99

NEW!NEW!   SEQUIN ART® DUO
The DUO Series brings a bumper pack of two colorful designs for young Sequin Art fans. These can be displayed as two separate images, or one big 

image! Features two easy to follow full color preprinted designs. A great creative activity! Each item in the DUO Series includes two preprinted designs 
on polystyrene bases, colorful sequins, push pins, and instructions. Recommended for ages 6 and older.  MSRP $29.99

#60501 
(Cat) 

#61707 
 (Sugar Pug) 

#61121 
(Elephant) 

#61409 
(Owl) 

#61702 
(Pug) 

#62112 
(Fox) 

#62113 
(Unicorn) 

#62114 
(Sea Fantasy) 

#62119 
(Space Fun) 

#61122 
(Tiger) 

#60502 
(Teddy) 

SEQUIN ARTSEQUIN ART
3939

$14.50 Cdn. each, 6 per case

$21.50 Cdn. each, 6 per case



SEQUIN ARTSEQUIN ART SEQUIN ARTSEQUIN ART

#61944
(Red Hatter)

#62101
(Doves of Hope)

#61936
(Poppies)

#61939
(Orchids)

#61937
(Tiger Lily)

#61938
(Calla Lily)

#61945
(Birdcage)

#62019
(Peacock)

#62103
(Harlequin Hound)

4040

SEQUIN ART® PURPLE
The ‘PURPLE’ Series allows you to create a stunning shimmering picture over the velvet design sheet that is placed on the 

polystyrene base frame. The ‘PURPLE’ Series is more advanced than the RED series due to creating your picture using the full 
color instruction guide instead of a pre-printed design pad. The ‘PURPLE’ Series includes a framed polystyrene base, velvet design 

surface, colored sequins, push pins, and full color instructions. Recommended for ages 8 and older. MSRP $34.99

$21.50 each,
6 per case

$21.50 each, 6 per case

Type text here



SEQUIN ARTSEQUIN ART

SEQUIN ART® 60
The Sequin Art® 60 Series allows you to complete a sparkling design in under 60 minutes! Ideal for younger children, simply pin 
the colorful sequins onto the coloured picture provided. The Sequin Art® 60 Series includes a polystyrene base, colored picture, 

colored sequins, push pins, and full color instructions. Recommended for ages 5 and older. MSRP $14.99

SEQUIN ART® CRAFT TEEN
The Craft Teen Series allows you to create glittering decor from full color designs from easy to follow instructions!  

The Sequin Art® Craft Teen Series includes a polystyrene base, colored picture, colored sequins, push pins,  
and full color instructions. Recommended for ages 8 and older. MSRP $32.99

#61325
(Butterfly)

#61327
(Dolphin)

#61336
(Fairy Princess)

#62016
(Owl)

#62020
(Bunny)

#61613
(Sugar Skull)

#62015
(Unicorn)

#62021
(Kitten)

#62106
(Winged Unicorn)

#62107
(Dragon)

#62104
(Llama)

4141

$9.50 Cdn. each,
6 per case

$9.50 Cdn. each, 6 per case

$21.50 Cdn. each, 6 per case

$40.00 Cdn. each,
4 units per case



#16402 LUNA  (Red)

#16404 FIRESTORM  
(Red)

#16401 BLAZE  
(Blue)

#68857 T-REX  
(Grey)

GEODR AGONS   #16401-16404 & #68857-68858
Realistic GeoDragons are straight out of the Jurassic period! Bring them to life by flipping the on switch, 
set them on any surface and watch them go! As they begin to walk, the GEODRAGONS will make roaring 
sounds and lights under their wings and in their mouth will flash. They will walk a few steps, roar, 
then continue on towards their mountain stronghold. Use the included water capsule to add water into 
the reservoir and be amazed as smoke blows as the GEODRAGON roars! Removable dragon wings can be 
attached to the nobs on its back. The wings will flap up and down as it moves towards its prey! Collect all 
five GEODRAGONS: #16401 (Blue BLAZE – 4 legs), #16402 (Red LUNA – 4 legs), #16404 (Red FIRESTORM – 2 legs), 
#68857 (Grey T-REX – 2 legs), and #68858 (Brown BULL DRAGON – 2 legs). Recommended for kids 3 and up. 
Product Dimensions: 8.5” x 15” x 15” (with wings attached). Requires 3 AA batteries (not included). #16401, 16402, & 16403: 
Package Dimensions: 9” x 6” x 3”. (#16401 & 16402: case packs of 10, #16404: case packs of 12)  MSRP $29.99

NEW! GEODRAGONS #68857-68858
Package Dimensions: 10” x 6” x 8.5” 
(Case packs of 12)  MSRP $34.99

#68858 BULL DRAGON  
(Brown)

NEW! 

NEW! 

GEOSPACE
® 

International
3931 LEARY WAY NW
SEATTLE, WA  98107

FAX: (206) 547-1671
FOR EMAIL USE: ORDERS@GEOSPACEPLAY.COM

TEL: (800) 800-5090  
TEL: (206) 547-2556

WE ACCEPT BANKCARDS

$25.00 each,
12 per case

$25.00 each,
12 per case

$20.00 Cdn. each
10 per case

$18.50 each,
10 per case

$20.00 Cdn. each,
12 per case




